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FEEDS for Your "Lab" Animals
D E P E N D A B L E feeds are important in
the laboratory where tests of various kinds are
being made on small animals.

Dickinson, producer of the well known Globe
Feeds, is one of the oldest and most reliable
feed houses from which to buy your "Lab"
Animal feed.

Globe Feeds supply complete rations. They
are dry . . . easily stored . . . take up little space
. . . and involve little waste. They hold the same
high standard of quality from year to year.

GENEROUS SAMPLES FREE
To supervisors of experimental animals, we will send a

free sample, large enough to make an adequate test. Just
tell us the kind and quantity of food desired.

FOR RABBITS
beGlobe Rabbit Glob-els

supplemented with hay.
Globe Rabbit with Alfalfa, meal

form—complete.
Globe Rabbit with Alfalfa, pel-

let form—complete.

FOR RATS AND MICE
Dickinson's Dog Food—Nugget

—Pellet «r meal form. Dick-
inson's Kibbled Dog Food.

FOR GUINEA PIGS
Globe Rabbit Glob-ets to be

supplemented with hay.
Globe Rabbit with Alfalfa, meal

form—complete.
Globe Rabbit with Alfalfa, pel-

let form—complete.
Suplement with Vitamin C car-

rier three times a week.
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In 1954 “The Annals 
of Eugenics,” 
established by Karl 
Pearson, switched 
to its current name 
“The Annals of 
Human Genetics.”

Technical eugenics classes were common in 
university classrooms.  How did that change?

Eugenics was taught at SFSU 
from 1926 until 1951.

Starting in 1952, Human Genetics was offered.

We’ve shown that eugenics curriculum continued well past the end of WWII, and is connected to modern course offerings.  It is 
eugenic reasoning about the differential value of lives that has brought us to our position where health and economic stability are so 
much more precarious for poor people, people with disabilities, Black and Indigenous people, transgender people.  In this moment, 
when ventilators and PPE are in short supply and the underlying inequities of health in the United States are being exposed, we can 
not use the same eugenic logic to make medical and health decisions moving forward.  As a scientific community, we can critically 
examine our assumptions and interrupt eugenic trains of reasoning as we advocate for justice in science and health.


